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Subject Vision: 
At Milton Primary Academy, we believe that the knowledge taught in English is critical to a pupil’s 
academic success. As a result, we work hard to develop our pupils’ understanding of the subject content 
taught within this curriculum area and their confidence to apply it to all other aspects of their learning. 
 
Fundamentally, we want our pupils to be confident readers, writers and communicators by the time 
they reach the end of their primary education, and this is why we place such emphasis on the teaching 
and learning of reading, writing, spellings, phonics, handwriting and speaking and listening. With this 
in mind, the recent expansion of our academy library supports our ethos that every child will leave our 
academy as a competent reader. We ensure that every child has ‘the right book at the right time’ as we 
believe that this is one of the most important tools to enable it to fulfil their potential and make excellent 
levels of progress. 
 
Principles of Outstanding English: 
These are the ‘Principles of Outstanding English’ at Milton Primary Academy. They were devised and 
agreed by the children and staff in January 2020, informed by the way we feel that English should be 
taught across the Academy. 
 
Principle 1: Early reading, phonics and vocabulary is always our priority. 
 
Principle 2: Enjoyment for reading is modelled and encouraged by all stakeholders.  
 
Principle 3: All children have access to ‘the right book at the right time’. 
 
Principle 4: The progression of knowledge and conceptual understanding is carefully planned for 
and   clearly evident across all areas of the English curriculum. 
 
Principle 5: Teachers introduce children to a range of age-appropriate grammatical terminology, 
and they use this confidently. 
 
Principle 6: Children and adults appreciate the awe and wonder of literature, making links to how, 
where and why it forms part of their everyday lives. 
 
Principle 7: Teachers use a range of effective assessment strategies to inform the planning and 
teaching of English. 
 
Principle 8: Children develop their speaking and listening through group discussions and debates to 
allow and this allows them to become effective communicators. 
 
Principle 9: Children are excited and enthusiastic about English. 
 



 
English Curriculum: 
At Milton Primary Academy, we aim to provide an English curriculum that is creative, inclusive, 
challenging and inspired by the real-world. It inspires future thinkers, innovators and problem solvers 
in an immersive environment that stimulates curiosity and supports high-quality learning, allowing 
each and every learner to fulfil their potential. In all English lessons, we develop our knowledge in 
reading, writing, spellings, phonics, handwriting and speaking and listening. The English areas of study 
are set out in the Early Years Foundation Stage Framework and National Curriculum 2014. 
 
EYFS: 
In the Early Years Foundation Stage, we teach English mainly through the communication and language, 
and Literacy strands of the Early Years Foundation Stage Framework. 

Ongoing experiences and opportunities are planned from the objectives set out for ‘Listening, Attention 
and Understanding,’ ‘Speaking,’ ‘Fine Motor Skills,’ ‘Comprehension,’ ‘Word Reading’ and ‘Writing,’ 
which underpin the curriculum planning for children aged 3-5 at Milton Primary Academy. 

The experiences that we provide ensure that children develop a secure understanding of the English 
language in both spoken and written form. By the end of the Reception year, they will be able to: 

Communication and Language  
ELG: Listening, Attention and Understanding  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions 
when being read to and during whole class discussions and small group interactions;  

 Make comments about what they have heard and ask questions to clarify their understanding;  
 Hold conversation when engaged in back-and-forth exchanges with their teacher and peers.  

 
ELG: Speaking  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Participate in small group, class and one-to-one discussions, offering their own ideas, using 
recently introduced vocabulary;  

 Offer explanations for why things might happen, making use of recently introduced vocabulary 
from stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when appropriate;  

 Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences using full sentences, including use of 
past, present and future tenses and making use of conjunctions, with modelling and support 
from their teacher. 

 
Physical Development  
ELG: Fine Motor Skills  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod grip in almost all 
cases 

 
Literacy  
ELG: Comprehension  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and narratives 
using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary; 

 Anticipate – where appropriate – key events in stories;  
 Use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, non-

fiction, rhymes and poems and during role-play.  
 
 



 
ELG: Word Reading  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Say a sound for each letter in the alphabet and at least 10 digraphs;  
 Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge by sound-blending;  
 Read aloud simple sentences and books that are consistent with their phonic knowledge, 

including some common exception words.  
 
ELG: Writing  
Children at the expected level of development will:  

 Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed;  
 Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters;  
 Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others.  

 
Phonics 
At Milton, we understand that for pupils to access the curriculum, early literacy provides the 
fundamental knowledge. Reading comprises two elements: word reading and language 
comprehension; systematic synthetic phonics is the most effective approach for teaching pupils to 
decode. We teach phonics daily from Nursery to Year 2. We use the programme Read, Write, Inc. to 
teach phonics sounds, and the Read, Write, Inc. rhymes help children to begin to recognise and write 
these sounds (Appendix 14).  
 
To ensure each child is learning at the correct stage, the children are grouped in phonics according to 
current attainment level. These groups are fluid and continual assessments take place to ensure 
children are learning the correct sounds for their development.  All practitioners are trained to deliver 
phonics to a small group. 
 
To begin with, sounds in our environment are taught by going on listening walks, using musical 
instruments and hearing the first sound in our name. This teaches children that sounds are all around 
us. Next, children are taught the phonetic sounds of the alphabet. Thinking out words that include 
these sounds, children begin to blend CVC sounds (c-a-t, cat) with the help of Freddie Frog. They are 
then taught to segment sounds to write, “Go and put that in the b-i-n please.” Children are also taught 
to recognise some tricky words that can’t be blended. Phonics sections are structured to include 
recognition of the sound, reading, writing and application. 
 
Parents/carers are encouraged to support their child’s learning at home. They are given a 
letter/sound keyring (Appendix 7), blending cards (Appendix 8) and a set of tricky words (Appendix 
9) to use and practise with at home. Children have a reading record that both school and home 
complete to show when these sounds have been practised. 
 
When children know all their single sounds and can blend many CVC words by themselves, they are 
then given a book to read at home. This is given to the children whenever they reach this milestone, 
from Nursery onwards. We support our younger pupils to become fluent readers. 
 
National Curriculum aims KS1 and KS2 – Reading: 
The Primary National Curriculum for English aims to ensure that all pupils: 
 

 Read easily, fluently and with good understanding. 
 Develop the habit of reading widely and often, for both pleasure and information. 
 Acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of grammar and knowledge of linguistic 

conventions for reading, writing and spoken language. 
 Appreciate our rich and varied literary heritage. 
 Use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly their 

understanding and ideas. 



 
 

 
The programmes of study for reading at key stages 1 and 2 consist of two dimensions:  
 word reading  
 comprehension (both listening and reading) 

 
It is essential that teaching focuses on developing pupils’ competence in both dimensions; different 
kinds of teaching are needed for each. Skilled word reading involves both the speedy working out of the 
pronunciation of unfamiliar printed words (decoding) and the speedy recognition of familiar printed 
words. Underpinning both is the understanding that the letters on the page represent the sounds in 
spoken words. This is why phonics should be emphasised in the early teaching of reading to beginners 
(i.e. unskilled readers) when they start school. Good comprehension draws from linguistic knowledge 
(in particular of vocabulary and grammar) and on knowledge of the world. Comprehension skills 
develop through pupils’ experience of high-quality discussion with the teacher, as well as from reading 
and discussing a range of stories, poems and non-fiction. All pupils must be encouraged to read widely 
across both fiction and non-fiction to develop their knowledge of themselves and the world in which 
they live, to establish an appreciation and love of reading, and to gain knowledge across the 
curriculum. Reading widely and often increases pupils’ vocabulary because they encounter words they 
would rarely hear or use in everyday speech. Reading also feeds pupils’ imagination and opens up a 
treasure-house of wonder and joy for curious young minds. It is essential that, by the end of their 
primary education, all pupils are able to read fluently, and with confidence, in any subject in their 
forthcoming secondary education. [English programmes of study: key stages 1 and 2. National 
curriculum in England] 

 
 

Early Reading 
At Milton, we believe in the importance of ‘the right book at the right time’ and building a positive 
culture around reading. This begins in Nursery where learning is centered around a high-quality text. 
Books are shared on a daily basis with children and are repeated to ensure that they are familiar with 
these stories. Continuous provision, independent learning and adult-led learning are also focused on 
these texts. 
 
Unfamiliar vocabulary is explicitly taught and teachers plan for pupils to be repeatedly exposed to 
high-utility and high-frequency vocabulary in what is taught. As practitioners, we feel strongly that 
language should not be simplified during early reading development; instead, this vocabulary is pre-
taught so that when the children are exposed to it, they have the understanding to comprehend the 
text. This in turn continues to increase the number of words children are exposed to, expanding their 
vocabulary.  
 
To begin with, children have a picture book as we believe that it is not only important for children to 
be able to read words but to be able to talk about, understand and tell a story.  When children are at 
the development stage of blending CVC words independently, these picture books are replaced with a 
phonetically decodable book with words, matched to their phonics stage. The blending card, sound 
key-ring and high frequency word cards that are sent home support this. 
 
In addition to this, children take part in ‘Friday Library’ where they choose a library book to take 
home and share with their parents/carers. This is based on reading for enjoyment and will not be a 
phonetically decodable book. These texts are high quality and age appropriate. This helps to support 
our philosophy around a love of reading from a young age. 
 
From the start, parents/carers are informed about the purpose behind sending a picture book or 
phonetically decodable home along with a book for enjoyment (Appendix 10). 
 



 
Reading 
At Milton, reading is taught discreetly for 30 minutes every day. Throughout these sessions, children 
develop their knowledge across the range of domains as outlined in the KS1 and KS2 National 
Curriculum. Teachers model a range of reading strategies during reading sessions, whilst children 
have the opportunity to develop their own strategies and to discuss texts in detail through riveting 
debates and discussions. Reading aloud is modelled at the highest standard and children are 
encouraged to reflect on their own progression with this.  
 
Where appropriate, geographical and historical context is taught so that children are equipped with 
the background knowledge needed to make full sense of a text. Unless exploring and decoding 
unknown words in contexts is the aim, teachers plan in advance the vocabulary that they need to 
teach explicitly before children are exposed to the words within the text; this ensures an high level 
of understanding of the text and that no child is left behind in their comprehension. 
 
Discrete vocabulary lessons teach a wide range of strategies and assess the level of a child’s 
understanding of a word. Pre-teaching of vocabulary is essential to ensure that all children can 
understand the text with regular opportunities for the children to summarise what has happened. 
Texts are analysed in great depth, with a strong understanding of the authors’ choices and the impact 
that this has on the reader.  All children across the academy are taught to answer what effect the 
author has created, how they have created it and why they have created it; a skill we have found has 
turned our young readers into young authors.  
  
Year 2 to Year 6 use Accelerated and Star Reader to promote a love of reading and inform teacher 
assessment. Children complete Star Reader tests at the beginning and end of each half term to 
determine their ZPD range and to measure progress. This test can also inform the teacher the areas in 
which the child has progressed in and finds more challenging, helping to target intervention more 
precisely and adapt planning. Once children have read a book, they are able to take a short quiz which 
evaluates their understanding of the text; the feedback for this is immediate. This book is added to 
their virtual bookshelf and they choose another book, guided to the correct level range. As a child 
completes the quizzes, teachers are able to build a fuller picture of an individual's reading. Parents can 
view how well the children are doing in the quizzes via Home Connect or by email. 
  
Children share an enjoyment of reading through individual class challenges related to Accelerated 
Reader and can take part in whole Key Stage challenges such as becoming a ‘Word Millionaire’. 
Children receive regular certificates for their independent reading achievements and take great pride 
in their ‘daily minutes’ report.  
  
Building a Culture of Reading 
Every member of staff at Milton appreciates the importance that reading has on academic success, as 
well as the wondrous opportunities and experiences that reading can bring. Many exciting and 
rewarding activities are arranged across the academy to promote the pleasure and knowledge that can 
be gained from books, e.g. ‘World Book Day’- where children are immersed in storytelling, author 
quizzes, book discussions and the opportunity to dress up as a book character and share their favourite 
books. All classrooms have an inviting and interactive Reading Corner where children can discuss and 
debate recent reads. 
 
Separate to Reading lessons, all classes right through to Year Six engage in a whole class read for 
pleasure; an essential part of the primary school classroom. It is just one very important way that we 
can model our enthusiasm for reading and for books and create magic and excitement around the 
special joy of reading a good book. Enthusiasm for reading as a class teacher is critical; it has a vital 
effect on reading achievement and the life-long love of reading. Teachers ensure that a wide range of 
texts, including poetry, which is regularly celebrated throughout school, is used in these sessions. 
 



 
We have invested in an array of high-quality, age-appropriate non-fiction texts to accompany the 
science, history and geography curriculum. This allows the children opportunities to apply and develop 
their reading to a range of curriculum areas, clearly demonstrating their importance. We have also 
invested in creating an inviting library area, stocked with high-quality, engaging texts, across a range of 
genres. The children select their own reading books and are encouraged to use the front cover, blurb, 
book level and knowledge of the author to support them in their selection.  
 
Building a Culture of Reading – Reading Champions 
At Milton, we love reading and have Reading Champions in Years 5 and 6 to support reading at our 
school. The role of the Reading Champion is to ‘Champion Reading’ by ensuring other children are 
supported as/when needed and that the ‘love of reading’ culture continues to spread around Milton. 
They have various responsibilities including: 

 Contribute to the termly Reading Roundup 
 Ensure the library is tidy and well-organised 
 Support with ordering new books for the library, including taking suggestions from other 

children 
 Reading 1:1 with KS1 children 
 Run a lunchtime Reading Club 
 Recommend reading books to others 
 Model a love of reading at all times 

 
National Curriculum aims KS1 and KS2 – Writing: 
The Primary National Curriculum for English aims to ensure that all pupils: 
 

 Acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of grammar and knowledge of linguistic 
conventions for reading, writing and spoken language. 

 Write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a range of 
contexts, purposes and audiences. 

 Use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly their 
understanding and ideas. 

 Are competent in the arts of speaking and listening, making formal presentations, demonstrating 
to others and participating in debate. 
 

The programmes of study for writing at key stages 1 and 2 are constructed similarly to those for 
reading:  

 transcription (spelling and handwriting)  
 composition (articulating ideas and structuring them in speech and writing).  

 
It is essential that teaching develops pupils’ competence in these two dimensions. In addition, pupils should 
be taught how to plan, revise and evaluate their writing. These aspects of writing have been incorporated 
into the programmes of study for composition. Writing down ideas fluently depends on effective 
transcription: that is, on spelling quickly and accurately through knowing the relationship between sounds 
and letters (phonics) and understanding the morphology (word structure) and orthography (spelling 
structure) of words. Effective composition involves forming, articulating and communicating ideas, and 
then organising them coherently for a reader. This requires clarity, awareness of the audience, purpose 
and context, and an increasingly wide knowledge of vocabulary and grammar. Writing also depends on 
fluent, legible and, eventually, speedy handwriting. [English programmes of study: key stages 1 and 2. 
National curriculum in England] 
 
 
 
 



 
Early Writing 
At Milton, we nurture children’s writing so that they are not only children who can write a sentence 
when told to, but are children who use writing to communicate thoughts, feelings and needs to others. 
This reflects our philosophy of developing a love of writing. 
 
In Nursery, we begin by focusing on developing children’s gross motor skills before refining their fine 
motor skills, including a comfortable pencil grip. This is taught consistently through, ‘Nip, Flip, Grip’ 
with picture stimuli to help (Appendix 11). 
 
Daily Dough Disco helps us to teach children how to prepare their bodies for writing, including our 
posture. Wrists, hands and fingers are strengthened from these exercises.  
 
Children are explicitly taught how to write during modelled sessions. Continuous provision in the 
Early Years enables children to apply their writing in lots of different contexts using different media. 
 
Writing 
At Milton, we aim to develop the children’s ability to produce high quality, well-structured writing in 
which the meaning is made clear and engages the interest of the reader. All children across the 
academy are taught to articulate their purposeful and powerful choices as a writer, 
explaining what effect they have created, how they have created it and why they have created it; an 
approach they first begin to explore through guided reading sessions.  
 
Teachers carefully plan a sequence of lessons to support the children with their writing. Starting with 
a quality stimulus of a high-quality text, animation or picture, the children are then taught a range of 
GPS knowledge from the National Curriculum (Appendix 1) that are appropriate to a particular style 
of writing e.g. a newspaper report. All children have opportunities to write at length in extended 
independent writing sessions at the end of a unit; applying their taught skills to an unsupported piece 
of writing where they are then able to evaluate and discuss their work as young authors. 
 
During writing sessions, the children are given time to ‘edit their writing for impact’. Through this, the 
children learn to identify where they can make their great writing even better. Peer Critique (Appendix 
12) is used at Milton Primary Academy to support the editing process, with the children being taught 
the skills to praise and offer suggestions for another child’s piece of work. This in turn, develops their 
understanding of individual skills and the features of each text type. A year group specific CKO (Core 
Knowledge Overview – Appendix 4) is displayed at the front of all English books to show the key GPS 
skills appropriate to that year group. The examples and explanations displayed on these allow our 
children to independently seek support, allowing them to develop their understanding and edit their 
writing effectively. Working Walls (Appendix 6) are consistently approached in classrooms from year 
1 – year 6 to support with writing. Children are taught how to use them and are encouraged to refer to 
them when writing and editing.  
 
Drama punctuation (Appendix 13) is used to support with punctuating orally rehearsed sentences. All 
children will be taught the appropriate actions for the punctuation marks expected in their year group 
according to the National Curriculum.  
 
Spelling (Appendix 2) and Grammar 
The teaching of Grammar and Spelling is in line with the requirements of The National Curriculum 
(2014). Grammar and Spelling is timetabled to be taught discreetly, but they are also embedded 
within English lessons, where children learn how to use their grammatical skills purposefully and 
effectively.  
 
To be able to spell correctly is an essential life skill. When spelling becomes automatic, pupils are able 
to concentrate on the content of their writing and the making of meaning. Whilst we note that spelling 



 
is not the most important aspect of writing, confidence in spelling can have a profound effect on the 
writer’s creativity. We aim to use explicit, interactive teaching, which draws children’s attention to the 
origins, structure and meaning of words through investigations and discussions. We aim to teach 
spelling in a way that ensures children take ownership of their own learning, believing that they are 
able to tackle and learn new spellings for life. In addition to the spellings covered through the spelling 
book system, the children have opportunities in the academy to learn how to apply spelling patterns 
through an investigative approach. This is threefold:  
 
 children investigate to discover a spelling rule or how to apply a rule 

 at the appropriate level, children later have an opportunity to practise and rehearse applying the 

pattern 

 once a spelling pattern has been learnt and reinforced, it is expected that this will become part of 

their everyday writing. Where mistakes are made, pupils have the opportunity in next step time, to 

check and self-correct 

At Milton, we follow the Rising Stars scheme of learning. This begins in Year 2 and continues through to 
Year 6. Rising Stars ensures all National Curriculum spelling patterns and exceptions are taught to the 
relevant year groups. Spellings are taught daily for 20 minutes through a range of different strategies 
and the children have a weekly spelling test based on the pattern they have been learning for the week. 
 
Spelling Shed is used as an online platform to support the children with their learning of spellings. 
Weekly spelling lists are uploaded by the class teacher and are then available for the children to practise 
throughout the week before their spelling test. Spelling Shed allows the children to take ownership of 
learning their spellings in an engaging way, allowing the children to choose the difficulty level they feel 
comfortable with based on their current spelling pattern. This is monitored weekly by the class teacher 
as a form of assessment.  
 
 
Handwriting (Appendix 3) 
In Nursery and Reception, the children learn to form letters correctly, each with a lead out line ready 
for joining later on. It is worth noting that a child will often progress through various stages, before 
being ready for the tripod grip. From Year One, children start each lowercase letter from the line and 
joins to the next. They follow a continuous cursive handwriting scheme, since it has been closely 
linked to improved spelling. 
 
EYFS letter formations:      KS1/2 letter formations: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The website https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/writingRepeater/index.html will be utilised in 
classrooms when modelling the appropriate letter formations. This will enable children to see how 
each letter is formed correctly and how letters join within a word. 
 
Speaking and Listening 
At Milton, we recognise the importance of spoken language in pupils’ development across the whole 
curriculum; spoken language underpins the development of reading and writing. Children are 

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/writingRepeater/index.html


 
encouraged to develop effective communication skills in readiness for later life. Opportunities to 
develop these skills include: talk partners, drama workshops, storytelling, roleplay and debating 
within lessons across the curriculum, collective worships, pupil parliament representatives, academy 
productions and a yearly talent show. The National Curriculum states: ‘All pupils should be enabled to 
participate in and gain knowledge, skills and understanding associated with the artistic practice of 
drama. Pupils should be able to adopt, create and sustain a range of roles, responding appropriately to 
others in role.’ All of these speaking and listening skills are taught in English, across the curriculum 
and during extra-curricular activities too. Children who require extra support in speaking and 
listening are referred to a Speech and Language therapist to further assess their needs.  
 
We recognise the need for all pupils to speak, read and write standard English fluently and accurately, 
while acknowledging that a pupil’s own dialect or other language is of prime importance. All staff 
members are role models who promote Standard English and take care to sensitively correct 
children’s misconceptions with language. Children are expected to respond to questions verbally in 
full sentences. 
 
Special Educational Needs  
Through the equal opportunities policy, pupils with special educational needs will be included in all 
English lessons. Staff, where appropriate, will modify activities to ensure children with special 
educational needs access the same English curriculum as their peers.  
 
Assessment 
 
Throughout the year, teachers will plan on-going assessment opportunities in order to gauge whether 
pupils have achieved the key learning objectives. Teachers constantly assess the children’s 
understanding, correcting misunderstandings. Teachers are responsive and alter planning 
accordingly to help children embed and use knowledge fluently and develop interconnected 
understanding rather than memorise isolated facts within a unit.   
 
Formative Assessment (AFL): During the teaching of each National Curriculum unit of learning in 
English, children’s subject knowledge and their ability to apply this is assessed day-to-day through 
formative assessment completed by their class teacher. A range of low-stakes assessment activities are 
carried out in various forms, including the completion of spelling tests, Accelerated Reader quizzes, 
independent writing activities and class discussions. Many of the formative assessment tools that we 
use are done so at the teacher’s discretion, therefore ensuring that they are appropriate for the age of 
the children and the subject content being assessed. 
 
Summative Assessment: Throughout the year, teachers also make summative judgments relating to 
children’s knowledge and understanding, as well as their ability to apply this subject content within the 
associated context. This is recorded on each child’s target card (Appendix 5) and this document is used 
throughout the year to track their progress. These are sent home for reading and writing each term to 
help parents/carers understand children’s next steps in learning. 
 
Statutory Assessment and Reporting: In addition to the formative and summative assessment tools 
discussed above, teachers of children in years 2 and 6 also complete a National Curriculum Assessment 
(SAT) of their learning throughout the relevant key stage. At Key Stage 1, teachers also make a 
summative judgment relating to the attainment of each child in their class, based on the current teacher 
assessment framework and the child’s SAT score, and submit this to the local authority. At Key Stage 1 
and 2, the children will sit a National Curriculum Assessment (SAT) to assess their learning in reading 
and GPS (including spellings). 
 
In addition to the National Curriculum Assessment (SAT) tests, all children in year 1 will also sit a 
phonics assessment with their class teacher. This will assess their knowledge of phonics taught from 



 
EYFS through to year 1. If your child does not pass their phonics assessment in year 1, they will be given 
additional phonics support as they go into year 3.  
 
Enrichment 
Enrichment activities are carefully planned to the English curriculum, giving pupils the opportunity to 
broaden their experiences and take part in activities or experiences that they may not otherwise 
encounter. There is a healthy tradition for extracurricular activities at Milton Primary, which are led by 
staff or outside agencies. Written parental permission must be given for a child to participate in after-
school clubs and a register for attendance will be always be taken.  
 
During their time at Milton, all children have access to a range of clubs and activities that enrich their 
experience of the English language. In recent years, this has included whole-academy celebrations on 
National Poetry Day and World Book Day, a ‘Bringing Words to Life’ festival, Reading Digest Club and 
also a visit from a children’s author! What’s more, some children also enjoy taking part in creative 
writing clubs as part of our enrichment offer. 
 
Monitoring  
English is monitored in a number of different ways. All subject leaders at Milton Primary are given time 
throughout the year to monitor, in depth, the different areas of their subject. One of the main areas of 
monitoring is through pupil interviews. Giving pupils a voice in how each subject is taught is a valuable 
way of understanding their likes and dislikes and identify ways to improve the delivery of the English 
curriculum.  
 
Lesson observations and book looks play another important role in providing valuable feedback about 
the quality of teaching and learning happening across the academy. These provide an opportunity for 
the English leader to evaluate the quality of education in a given subject area and identify priority areas 
for development, which subsequently informs investment in CPD opportunities. 
 
  



 
Appendix 1 – Grammar Progression – National Curriculum: 

 

Year 1: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  Regular plural noun suffixes –s or –es [for example, dog, dogs; wish, wishes], including 

the effects of these suffixes on the meaning of the noun. 

 Suffixes that can be added to verbs where no change is needed in the spelling of root 

words (e.g. helping, helped, helper). 

 How the prefix un– changes the meaning of verbs and adjectives [negation, for 

example, unkind, or undoing: untie the boat] 

Sentence  How words can combine to make sentences  

 Joining words and joining clauses using and 

Text  Sequencing sentences to form short narratives 

Punctuation  Separation of words with spaces  

 Introduction to capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks to 

demarcate sentences  

 Capital letters for names and for the personal pronoun I 

Terminology  Letter 

 capital letter  

 word 

 singular 

 plural  

 sentence  

 punctuation 

 full stop 

 question mark 

 exclamation mark 

 

Year 2: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  Formation of nouns using suffixes such as –ness, –er and by compounding [for example, 

whiteboard, superman]  

 Formation of adjectives using suffixes such as –ful, –less (A fuller list of suffixes can be 

found in the year 2 spelling section in English Appendix 1)  

 Use of the suffixes –er, –est in adjectives and the use of –ly in Standard English to turn 

adjectives into adverbs 

Sentence  Subordination (using when, if, that, because) and co-ordination (using or, and, but)  

 Expanded noun phrases for description and specification [for example, the blue 

butterfly, plain flour, the man in the moon]  

 How the grammatical patterns in a sentence indicate its function as a statement, 

question, exclamation or command 

Text  Correct choice and consistent use of present tense and past tense throughout writing  

 Use of the progressive form of verbs in the present and past tense to mark actions in 

progress [for example, she is drumming, he was shouting] 

Punctuation  Use of capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks to demarcate 

sentences  

 Commas to separate items in a list  

 Apostrophes to mark where letters are missing in spelling and to mark singular 

possession in nouns [for example, the girl’s name] 

Terminology  Noun 

 noun phrase  

 statement 

 question 

 exclamation 

 command  

 compound 

 suffix  

 adjective 

 adverb 

 verb tense (past, present)  

 apostrophe 

 comma 



 
 

Year 3: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  Formation of nouns using a range of prefixes [for example super–, anti–, auto–]  

 Use of the forms a or an according to whether the next word begins with a consonant or 

a vowel [for example, a rock, an open box]  

 Word families based on common words, showing how words are related in form and 

meaning [for example, solve, solution, solver, dissolve, insoluble] 

Sentence  Expressing time, place and cause using conjunctions [for example, when, before, after, 

while, so, because], adverbs [for example, then, next, soon, therefore], or prepositions 

[for example, before, after, during, in, because of] 

Text  Introduction to paragraphs as a way to group related material  

 Headings and sub-headings to aid presentation  

 Use of the present perfect form of verbs instead of the simple past [for example, He has 

gone out to play contrasted with He went out to play] 

Punctuation  Introduction to inverted commas to punctuate direct speech 

Terminology  Preposition 

 conjunction  

 word family 

 prefix clause 

 subordinate clause  

 direct speech 

 letter 

 vowel  

 letter inverted commas (or ‘speech marks’) 

 

Year 4: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  The grammatical difference between plural and possessive –s  

 Standard English forms for verb inflections instead of local spoken forms [for example, 

we were instead of we was, or I did instead of I done] 

Sentence  Noun phrases expanded by the addition of modifying adjectives, nouns and preposition 

phrases (e.g. the teacher expanded to: the strict maths teacher with curly hair)  

 Fronted adverbials [for example, Later that day, I heard the bad news.] 

Text  Use of paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme  

 Appropriate choice of pronoun or noun within and across sentences to aid cohesion and 

avoid repetition 

Punctuation  Use of inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct speech [for example, a 

comma after the reporting clause; end punctuation within inverted commas: The 

conductor shouted, “Sit down!”]  

 Apostrophes to mark plural possession [for example, the girl’s name, the girls’ names] 

 Use of commas after fronted adverbials 

Terminology  determiner  

 pronoun 

 possessive pronoun  

 adverbial 

 

Year 5: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  Converting nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffixes [for example, –ate; –ise; –ify]  

 Verb prefixes [for example, dis–, de–, mis–, over– and re–] 

Sentence  Relative clauses beginning with who, which, where, when, whose, that, or an omitted 

relative pronoun  

 Indicating degrees of possibility using adverbs [for example, perhaps, surely] or modal 

verbs [for example, might, should, will, must] 

Text  Devices to build cohesion within a paragraph [for example, then, after that, this, firstly] 

 Linking ideas across paragraphs using adverbials of time [for example, later], place 

[for example, nearby] and number [for example, secondly] or tense choices [for 

example, he had seen her before] 

Punctuation  Brackets, dashes or commas to indicate parenthesis  

 Use of commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity 

Terminology  modal verb 

 relative pronoun  



 
 relative clause  

 parenthesis 

 bracket 

 dash  

 cohesion 

 ambiguity 

 

Year 6: Detail of content to be introduced (statutory content) 
Word  The difference between vocabulary typical of informal speech and vocabulary 

appropriate for formal speech and writing [for example, find out – discover; ask for – 

request; go in – enter]  

 How words are related by meaning as synonyms and antonyms [for example, big, 

large, little]. 

Sentence  Use of the passive to affect the presentation of information in a sentence [for example, ‘I 

broke the window in the greenhouse’ versus, ‘The window in the greenhouse was 

broken (by me)’].  

 The difference between structures typical of informal speech and structures 

appropriate for formal speech and writing [for example, the use of question tags: He’s 

your friend, isn’t he?, or the use of subjunctive forms such as If I were or Were they to 

come in some very formal writing and speech] 

Text  Linking ideas across paragraphs using a wider range of cohesive devices: repetition of 

a word or phrase, grammatical connections [for example, the use of adverbials such as 

on the other hand, in contrast, or as a consequence], and ellipsis  

 Layout devices [for example, headings, sub-headings, columns, bullets, or tables, to 

structure text] 

Punctuation  Use of the semi-colon, colon and dash to mark the boundary between independent 

clauses [for example, It’s raining; I’m fed up]  

 Use of the colon to introduce a list and use of semi-colons within lists  

 Punctuation of bullet points to list information  

 How hyphens can be used to avoid ambiguity [for example, man eating shark versus 

man-eating shark, or recover versus re-cover 

Terminology  Subject 

 object  

 active 

 passive  

 synonym 

 antonym  

 ellipsis 

 hyphen 

 colon 

 semi-colon 

 bullet points 

 

  



 
Appendix 2 – Spelling Progression: 

 

Year 

2 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Week 1 Revision of Y1 

material 

Homophones Revision of Autumn 

term 

Homophones  Revision The /ɜ:/ sound 

spelled ‘or’ after ‘w’ 
Week 2 Revision of Y1 

material 

/r/ sound spelled 

‘wr’ at the beginning 

of words 

Revision of Autumn 

term 

The /ai/ sound 

spelled –y at the end 

of words 

Revision The /ɔ:/ sound spelled 
‘ar’ after ‘w’ 

Week 3 Common Exception 

words 

/ʌ/ sound spelled ‘o’, 
as in other, mother, 

brother 

Common Exception 

words 

Adding –es to nouns 

and verbs ending in 

-y 

Common Exception 

words 

The /ʒ/ sound spelled 

‘s’, as in television 

Week 4 /dʒ/ sound spelled as –
ge and –dge at the end 

of words 

Contractions  The /l/ or /əl/ sound, 
spelled –le at the end 

of words 

Adding –ed, -ing, -er 

and –est to a root 

word 

The /ɔ:/ sound spelled 
‘a’ before ‘l’ and ‘ll’ 

Suffixes –ment,  

-ness, -ful, -less and 

-ly 

Week 5 /s/ sound spelled ‘c’ 

before ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘y’ 

More contractions  The /l/ or /əl/ sound, 
spelled –el at the end 

of words 

Adding the endings 

–ing, -ed, -er, -est 

and -y 

The /i:/ sound 

spelled –ey, as in 

key, donkey and 

valley 

The possessive 

apostrophe (singular 

nouns) 

Week 6 /n/ sound spelled 

kn- and gn- 

Words ending –il, as 

in pencil, fossil, 

notril 

The /l/ or /əl/ sound, 

spelled –al at the end 
of words 

Adding –ing, -ed, -

er, -est and –y to one 

syllable words 

The /ɒ/ sound spelled 

‘a’ after ‘w’ and ‘qu’ 
Words ending in –

tion, as in station, 

fiction, motion 

 

Year 

3 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Week 1 Review of Year 2 

suffixes (-ed, -ing,  

-er and –est) 

The /ai/ sound 

spelled ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ or 

‘ey’ 

Review of Autumn 

term spellings 

The prefixes anti- 

and sub- 

Review of Spring 

term spellings 

The suffixes –ally 

and -ation 

Week 2 Review of Year 2 

suffixes (-ness,  

-ment, -ful and –less) 

The un-, dis- and 

mis- prefixes 

Review of Autumn 

term spellings 

The prefix auto- Review of Spring 

term spellings 

Suffixes (vowel 

letters)  

Week 3 Words from the Y3/4 

word list  

Adding suffixes Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

The prefix inter- Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

-sion and –tion 

endings 

Week 4 The /i/ sound 

spelled with a ‘y’ 

Spelling split 

digraphs  

The prefix r-e Homophones and 

near homophones 

The –ly suffix in- and il- prefixes 

Week 5 The /u/ sound 

spelled ‘ou’ 

Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

The prefix super- Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

The –ly suffix im- and ir- prefixes 

Week 6 Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Review of words 

from the Y3/4 word 

list 

 

Year 

4 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Week 1 Review of Year 3 

suffixes 

-sion and –tion 

endings 

Review Autumn term 

spellings 

/k/ sound spelled 

‘ch’ 

Review Spring Term 

spellings 

-que endings 

Week 2 Review of Year 3 

prefixes 

-ssion endings Review Autumn term 

spellings 

/s/ sound spelled ‘c’ Review Spring Term 

spellings 

/s/ sound spelled 

‘sc’ 

Week 3 Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

-ation suffix Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

-ture endings Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Week 4 Missing letters and 

possessive 

apostrophes 

-cian endings -ous endings -sure and –ture 

endings 

/sh/ sound spelled 

‘ch’ 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Week 5 Suffixes (vowel 

letters) 

Accurately spelling 

words from the Y3/4 

word list 

-ous endings Unstressed vowels -gue endings Words with the 

prefixes un-, dis-, 

mis- and re- 

Week 6 Improving spelling 

in children’s own 

writing 

Improving spelling 

in children’s own 

writing 

Improving spelling 

in children’s own 

writing 

Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

Improving spelling 

in children’s own 

writing 

Reviewing words 

from the Y3/4 word 

list 

  



 
Year 

5 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Week 1 Review of Year 4 

prefixes 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Review of Autumn 

term spellings 

Words with silent 

letters 

Review of Spring 

term spellings 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Week 2 Review of Year 4 

suffixes 

Words ending in  

-ious 

Words ending in  

–able and -ible 

Words ending in 

 –ant and -ent 

Revision of prefixes The possessive 

apostrophe - plurals 

Week 3 Words from the Y3/4 

word list 

Endings that sound 

like /shl/ and are 

spelled –cial or -tial 

Words ending in 

–ably and -ibly  

Words ending in  

–ance/-ancy or –

ence/-ency 

Converting nouns 

and adjectives into 

verbs 

Turning adjectives 

into adverbs 

Week 4 Words containing 

the letter string  

-ough 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Week 5 Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Homophones and 

near homophones 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Week 6 Homophones and 

near homophones 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Revision of words 

from the Y5/6 word 

list 

 

Year 

6 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Week 1 Review of Year 5 

word on spelling 

Use of the hyphen  Review of work Review the role and 

use of suffixes 

Revise the use of the 

–ough letter string 

‘ei’, ‘eigh’ and ‘ey’; 

‘ea’, ‘aigh’ 

Week 2 Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Review the role and 

use of suffixes 

Review of 

homophones 

Etymology – words 

with the /s/ sound 

spelled ‘sc’ 

Week 3 ‘ei’ following the 

letter ‘c’ 

Words ending in  

–gue and -que 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Revision of /shun/ 

endings 

Review of the use of 

apostrophes 

Etymology – 

American and British 

spelling 

Week 4 Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

‘ch’ makes ‘k’ sound; 

‘ch’ makes ‘sh’ sound 

Revision of words 

ending in –sure and  

-ture 

Revision of /shal/ 

and /shus/ endings 

A spelling bee based 

on words from the 

Y5/6 word list 

Txtng and splng: 

what are the rules 

Week 5 Adding suffixes to 

words ending in –fer 

Words from the Y5/6 

word list 

Revision of ‘ou’ 

spells ‘u’, as in 

trouble 

Review of –able/ 

-ably and –ible/-ibly 

endings 

Strategies for 

spelling in test 

conditions 

A review of English 

technical vocabulary 

Week 6 Words from the 

children’s own 

writing 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing: technical 

vocabulary 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing and Y3/4 

word lists 

Words from the 

children’s own 

writing and Y3/4 

word lists 

Etymology  Personal end of year 

spelling review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
Appendix 3 - Handwriting Progression: 

 
The aims of the National Curriculum – Year 1 How Nelson Handwriting delivers these aims 

Handwriting  

 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil 

comfortably and correctly  

 begin to form lower-case letters in the 

correct direction, starting and finishing in 

the right place 

 form capital letters  

 form digits 0-9  

 understand which letters belong to which 

handwriting ‘families’ (i.e. letters that are 

formed in similar ways) and to practise 

these. 

Nelson Handwriting supports children from the 

earliest stages of learning to write. Guidance is 

given in the Teacher’s Book about how to create the 

conditions for good writing: atmosphere, seating 

and posture, and pencil and pen grip. Each Pupil 

Book has a flap on the front cover which reminds 

children how to prepare for writing. 

 

All of the lower-case and capital letters are covered 

in the Workbooks and online teaching software, with 

clear and consistent instructions about how to start 

and finish letters. The digits 0-9 are covered too. 

 
In Year 1, Nelson Handwriting groups the letters 

into handwriting families, i.e. letters that are formed 

in similar ways, and children practise these in a 

cumulative manner.  

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

 

Handwriting requires frequent and discrete, direct 

teaching. Pupils should be able to form letters 

correctly and confidently. The size of the writing 

implement (pencil, pen) should not be too large for a 

young pupil’s hand. Whatever is being used should 

allow the pupil to hold it easily and correctly so that 

bad habits are avoided.  

 

Left-handed pupils should receive specific teaching 

to meet their needs. 

Nelson Handwriting is designed to be used little 

and often. The Teacher’s Book gives guidance on 

direct teaching, and the online teaching software 

gives animated demonstrations of each letter and 

join. 

 

The Teacher’s Book also gives useful guidance about 

left-handed pupils and their specific needs in terms 

of grip, posture and paper alignment. A left-hander’s 

version of the Pupil Book cover flap is available in 

the Resources and Assessment Book.  

  



 
The aims of the National Curriculum – Year 2 How Nelson Handwriting delivers these aims 

Handwriting  

 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 form lower-case letters of the correct size 

relative to one another  

 start using some of the diagonal and 

horizontal strokes needed to join letters and 

understand which letters, when adjacent to 

one another, are best left unjoined 

 write capital letters and digits of the correct 

size, orientation and relationship to one 

another and to lower case letters  

  use spacing between words that reflects 

the size of the letters. 

In Year 2, Nelson Handwriting revises the 

previously-learned joins with an emphasis on 

relative height. Children re-cap their learning of 

lower-case and capital letters and practise forming 

them with consistency.  

 

Children are also given the opportunity to continue 

to practise using print letters, and are introduced to 

the idea that some letters are best left unjoined when 

next to each other.  

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

 

Pupils should revise and practise correct letter 

formation frequently. They should be taught to write 

with a joined style as soon as they can form letters 

securely with the correct orientation. 

Frequent practice and repetition is at the heart of 
Nelson Handwriting. The course provides ample 

opportunity for children to refine their writing skills 

as their motor control improves.  

 
The aims of the National Curriculum – Years 3-4 How Nelson Handwriting delivers these aims 

Handwriting  

 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that 

are needed to join letters and understand 

which letters, when adjacent to one another, 

are best left unjoined  

 increase the legibility, consistency and 

quality of their handwriting [for example, by 

ensuring that the down strokes of letters are 

parallel and equidistant; that lines of writing 

are spaced sufficiently so that the ascenders 

and descenders of letters do not touch]. 

Throughout Years 3 and 4, children continue to 

practise and develop their handwriting skills. The 

idea of writing with a slant is introduced for the first 
time. Nelson Handwriting provides practice in 

joining using diagonal and horizontal stokes as well 

as the ‘break letters’ that are best left unjoined. 

There is an emphasis on spacing letters consistently 

and on keeping ascenders and descenders in 

proportion.   

  

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

 

Pupils should be using joined handwriting 

throughout their independent writing. Handwriting 

should continue to be taught, with the aim of 

increasing the fluency with which pupils are able to 

write down what they want to say. This, in turn, will 

support their composition and spelling. 

Each of the Nelson Handwriting units is based on a 

context that links into areas across the curriculum, 

and/or picks up on a key spelling pattern, 

reinforcing the shape of the letters with the spelling 

patterns of the word.  

Guidance is given in the Teacher’s Book about how 

teachers can best ensure that good handwriting is 

not just reserved for handwriting lessons, and about 

emphasising the importance of fluency, neatness 

and speed in writing across the curriculum.  

 

  



 
 

The aims of the National Curriculum – Years 5-6 How Nelson Handwriting delivers these aims 

Handwriting  

 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 write legibly, fluently and with increasing 

speed by:  

 choosing which shape of a letter to use when 

given choices and deciding whether or not to 

join specific letters  

 choosing the writing implement that is best 

suited for a task. 

At Years 5-6, Nelson Handwriting continues to 

provide structured practice for the skills that have 

been developed so far. 

 

Children continue to practise the joins and the break 

letters, looking at consistency of sizing and spacing. 

 
Nelson Handwriting empowers children to develop 

their own style of handwriting from a secure base, 

choosing their writing implement and style as 

appropriate to the occasion.  

  

Notes and guidance (non-statutory)  

 

Pupils should continue to practise handwriting and 

be encouraged to increase the speed of it, so that 

problems with forming letters do not get in the way 

of their writing down what they want to say. They 

should be clear about what standard of handwriting 

is appropriate for a particular task, for example, 

quick notes or a final handwritten version. They 

should also be taught to use an unjoined style, for 

example, for labelling a diagram or data, writing an 

email address, or for algebra and capital letters, for 

example, for filling in a form. 

Nelson Handwriting continues to develop writing 

fluency. Speedwriting challenges children to 

practise automaticity and speed.  

 

Children are taught about the difference in 

expectation between informal jottings and final 

presented versions and given opportunities to 

practise these. A range of contexts, from writing 

addresses to labelling maps and diagrams, help 

them learn the contexts in which joined or unjoined 

writing is most appropriate.   

 

  



 
Appendix 4 – English GPS CKOs (Year 1 -6): 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

  



 
Appendix 5 – Writing Assessment/Target Cards (Years 1-6): 

 

 

  



 
  



 
 

 

 

  



 
 

 



 

  



 

  



 
Appendix 6 – English Working Wall Exemplar: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



 
Appendix 7 – Phonics – letter/sound keyring: 

 

a  b  c  d  e  
f  g  h  i  j  
k  l  m  n  o  
p  qu  r  s  t  
u v w x y 
z 

 

sh ch  th ng  nk  
ay  ee  igh   ow oo 
 oo  ar air  ir  ou  
 oy  ck       

  



 
Appendix 8 – Phonics – blending cards:  

 

3 letter blending cards: 

 

  

mat ham vet mix 

mad pan web pig 

sad ram wet pin 

sat tap bed pip 

dad cab ten sit 

cap bag ted wig 

cat hen pet bin 

hat jet men six 

fan leg dig zip 

bat net bib fin 

van peg hip cog 

man pen lip cot 



 
4 letter blending cards:  

 

went help just tent belt 

bump band dent felt gulp 

lamp wind land nest sink 

hunt best tilt lift lost 

tuft damp gift camp limp 

soft pond bank cost green 

spark bring crash bleed spoon 

chimp smart shelf think flight 

spray blown frog chips pluck 
 

We are now practising reading (and writing) words with four sounds. Some of the words 
also include our diagraphs; ay, ee, igh, ow, oo (moon), oo (foot), ar. 
Please practise blending these words as part of reading at home. Use robot arms if needed 
to begin, then blending out loud and then work towards ‘Fred in your head’-children 
blending the words in their head and then just saying the word. 
Thank you. 
  



 
Appendix 9 – Tricky Words:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

  



 
  



 
Appendix 10 – EYFS Letter to parents: 

 

 

 



 

  



 
Appendix 11 – ‘Nip, Flip, Grip’ – pencil grip: 

 

 

1) Nip:                                                                2) Flip: 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Grip:  



 
Appendix 12 – Peer Critique Sentence Stems and Templates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
  



 

 
 

  



 
Appendix 13 – Drama Punctuation:  

 

 

  



 
Appendix 14 – Read, Write, Inc. Phonics Rhymes and Characters: 

 

Sound Rhyme 

a Around the apple and down the leaf and flick (apple) 

b Down the laces to the heel, round the toe and flick (boot) 

c Curl around the caterpillar and flick (caterpillar) 

d Around his bottom, up his tall neck and down to his feet and flick (dinosaur) 

e Lift off the top and scoop out the egg and flick (egg) 

f Down the stem and draw the leaves and flick (flower) 

g Around the girl’s face, down her hair and give her a curl and flick (girl) 

h Down the head to the hooves and over his back and flick (horse) 

i Down the insects body and a dot for his head and flick (insect) 

j Down his body, curl through and dot (Jack-in-the-box) 

k Down the kangaroo’s body, tail and leg and flick (kangaroo) 

l Down the long leg and flick (leg) 

m Down Maisie, over the mountain, over the mountain and flick (Maisie and mountains) 

n Down Nobby and over his net and flick(football net) 

o All around the orange and flick(orange) 

p Down the pirate’s plait and around his head and flick (pirate) 

q Around her head, up past her ear-rings and down her hair and flick(queen) 

r Down the robot’s back then curl over his arm and flick (robot) 

s Slither down the snake and flick (snake) 

t Down the tower and flick, across the tower (castle tower) 

u Down and under, up to the top and draw the puddle flick(umbrella) 

v Down a wing, up a wing and flick (vulture) 

w Down up, down up and flick (worm) 

x Down the arm and leg and repeat the other side and flick (exercise) 

y Down a horn, up a horn and under his head and flick (yak) 

z Zig, zag, zig (zip) 

 

Bouncy vowels Bouncy consonants Stretchy consonants 

 


